How can I upgrade my
warehouse performance?

Warehouse Solutions

The answer’s in black and white.

The world of warehousing is rapidly changing due to growing industry demands. Stay ahead by integrating
advanced technology to fill in the gaps. From inventory management, picking, receiving to shipping operations,
Zebra has a solution for your warehouse.

DID YOU KNOW?
In a study done with small and medium businesses:

77%

57%

50%

77% of warehouse decision
makers believe equipping
a worker with a device or
partial automation is the most
optimal balance for goods
and receiving operations1.

57% of warehouse decision
makers reported inventory
management as their top
current or expected challenge
in the next five years1.

50% of warehouse labor is
accounted by picking operations
with frequent turnover—as high
as 30% annually1.

65%

65% of warehouse decision
makers anticipate an increase
in the volume of items shipped
in the future1.

ADVANTAGES TO ADVANCING YOUR WAREHOUSE
With Zebra’s purpose-built technology portfolio, help improve different areas of your warehouse:

Streamline
operational processes

Improve accuracy
and efficiencies

Ensure worker
and customer satisfaction

2 out of 5

8 out of 10

of small and medium businesses
plan to increase their warehouse
technology investments1.

decision makers state they have adequate
use today of handheld mobile computers
with scanners to read barcodes1.

THREE WAYS TO ENHANCE YOUR WAREHOUSE EQUIPMENT
Keep pace with ever-evolving supply chain demands and timelines with Zebra’s printers,
mobile computers, and scanners.

Mobile and Industrial Printers
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Print labels and orders when and how you need. From
mobile to industrial printers, Zebra gives you the
quality and versatility you need, along with intuitive
use and secure printing.

Mobile Computers
Zebra
DNA
Get exponential power
with a portfolio of
intelligent software,
applications and
utilities designed to
transform your devices
into enterpriseengineered solutions.

Empower your team to do more, faster than ever, with
mobile computers. Intuitive UI displays and a familiar
system make training and deployment a breeze. And,
connect workers anywhere with a single device designed
for multiple uses.
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99.9%

accuracy with
data collected from
mobile computers2.

Scanners
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Scan barcodes, labels, orders and more with ultrarugged scanners built for your warehouse workflows.
Get unstoppable performance combined with simple
management to ensure accuracy and efficiency.

BENEFIT THE MOST FROM YOUR INVESTMENT
Services

Keep your technology operating as it should with hassle-free repairs, maintenance, and support from Zebra
and our partners.

Supplies

Order the supplies to match your picking needs while offering unmatched quality.

Warehouse Management System (WMS)

Track inventory, schedule shipments and optimize supply and demand chains with a modern, digital WMS.

INSTALLATION. SERVICE. SUPPORT.
Get it done with Zebra

Contact a partner to see how you can easily upgrade
your warehouse operations.
Find a Partner or visit: zebra.com/theanswer
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